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   1. a cube is white in color..but it is painted black on all sides..if this cube is divided into 125 smaller cubes..how many cubes will 
have minimium 2 sides painted black?
   2. find the odd word out..radar,redivider,...motor...

  ans: motor cuz when reversed ..it is rotom...

   1. there is magic dragon with 3 heads & 3 tails....u have a magic sword tht can cut 1 head,2 heads , 1 tail & 2 tails...if 1 head is 
cut another head grows...if 1 tail is cut 2 new tails grow...2 tails are cut a new head grows...& if 2 heads r cut nothing grows...find 
minimium number of swings 2 cut all heads & tails...
   2. in a race omani, pakistani & nepali r discussing medal prospects...following waz their discussion...

    1) if nepali wins bronze, then i'm sure 2 get silver...     2) if omani wins gold then i may get silver...     3) the gold will be won by 
pakistani or me...

  all the statements were right..find who won gold, silver & bronze...???

   1.   there is a slowrun express tht runs btw bangalore & mumbai...it starts at 10.00pm &    reaches  destination @ 11.30 pm 3 
days later...the train is operated on all days...if the    train starts from bangalore , how many other slowrun expresses will it meet 
on the    way..b4 reaching mumbai....???
   2.   there r 4 paintings...

      1) painting 1 is not a oil painting...       2) painting 2 has the guy gliding or on motorcycle...       3) painting which is on tampera 
& tht on acrylic r on different rows..         ...... a few more conditions were given & u need 2 find out the picture of each painting 
& the material used for each of them...

8. professor Z waz killed by 1 of his students...A,B,C,D...following were statements given by each 1 of them....       A: if B is 
guilty then C is innocent...     B : if C is guilty then A is innocent...     C: if B is guilty then D has nothing 2 do with the crime....     D: 
i'm innocent...
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